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ABSTRACT Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between a donor (D) and an acceptor (A) at the single-molecule
level currently provides qualitative information about distance, and quantitative information about kinetics of distance changes.
Here, we used the sorting ability of confocal microscopy equipped with alternating-laser excitation (ALEX) to measure accurate
FRET efficiencies and distances from single molecules, using corrections that account for cross-talk terms that contaminate
the FRET-induced signal, and for differences in the detection efficiency and quantum yield of the probes. ALEX yields accurate
FRET independent of instrumental factors, such as excitation intensity or detector alignment. Using DNA fragments, we showed
that ALEX-based distances agree well with predictions from a cylindrical model of DNA; ALEX-based distances fit better to
theory than distances obtained at the ensemble level. Distance measurements within transcription complexes agreed well with
ensemble-FRET measurements, and with structural models based on ensemble-FRET and x-ray crystallography. ALEX can
benefit structural analysis of biomolecules, especially when such molecules are inaccessible to conventional structural methods
due to heterogeneity or transient nature.

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of structure, dynamics, and interactions of biomole-

cules is fundamental for understanding molecular mecha-

nisms; a powerful method that can perform such an analysis is

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Förster,

1948; Heyduk, 2002; Hillisch et al., 2001; Lilley andWilson,

2000; Mekler et al., 2002; Selvin, 2000). FRET is the non-

radiative process whereby the excitation energy of a donor

fluorophore (D) is transferred to an acceptor fluorophore

(A), resulting in the excitation of the latter. The FRET

efficiency (E) is a function of the D-A distance R, because
E ¼ 1/[1 1 (R/Ro)

6], where Ro (the Förster radius) is the

distance for which E equals 50%. Because E is a sensitive

function ofR, FRET has been used as a ‘‘spectroscopic ruler’’

for the 1–10-nm scale, a scale comparable to the size of most

biomolecules (Stryer and Haugland, 1967). Observation of

FRET at the single-molecule level (single-pair FRET or

spFRET; Ha et al., 1996; Weiss, 1999) extended FRET to

biomolecules with static and dynamic heterogeneity, and

allowed real-time observations of biomolecular dynamics

(Ha, 2004; Weiss, 2000; Zhuang and Rief, 2003). spFRET

can be applied to molecules immobilized on surfaces, or

diffusing in solution.

Diffusion-based spFRET combines high sensitivity, ab-

sence of surface-induced perturbations (Talaga et al., 2000),

and ability to identify subpopulations; therefore, it is suitable

for structural analysis of biomolecules (Deniz et al., 1999,

2000; Schuler et al., 2002; Talaga et al., 2000). Using the

diffusion format, Deniz et al. demonstrated that spFRET can

recover distance informationwithinDNA (Dahan et al., 1999;

Deniz et al., 1999). However, spFRET has been confined to

qualitative studies of structure and structural changes (Deniz

et al., 2000; Schuler et al., 2002; Talaga et al., 2000), and to

a range of FRET efficiencies between ;40% and ;100%

(Deniz et al., 1999, 2000); this is due to incomplete labeling,

complex photophysics, photobleaching, and need for de-

termining instrument-correction factors and cross-talk terms

(Deniz et al., 2000; Schuler et al., 2002).

There are two general methods that measureE at the single-

molecule level: a method based on the sensitized-acceptor

emission (ratiometric-E method (Dahan et al., 1999; Deniz

et al., 1999)), and a method based on donor-lifetime changes

(Rothwell et al., 2003). A fluorescence correlation spectros-

copy method specific to fluorescent acceptors that exhibit cis-
trans isomerization has also been described (Widengren et al.,

2001). In the ratiometric-E case, accurate determination of E
is possible only after accounting for two important cross-talk

terms,D-emission into theA-detection channel, andA-emission

due to A-direct excitation at the D-excitation wavelength;

although the first term can be easily accounted for, the second

term is more difficult to obtain and is routinely omitted from
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expressions of E in spFRET studies. The ratiometric-E
method also requires knowledge of detection-correction

factor-g (Deniz et al., 1999; Ha et al., 1999). Because g

involves quantum yields and detection efficiencies of donor

and acceptor, it varies with conditions (such as solution pH,

solution temperature, optical alignment, and properties of

optics/filters). Ha et al. measured g for surface-immobilized

molecules using acceptor photobleaching (Ha et al., 1999);

however, g for surface-immobilized molecules is only an

approximation when used for diffusing molecules, due to

surface-induced differences between immobilized and dif-

fusing molecules (Talaga et al., 2000), and to possible chro-

matic differences between the detection volumes on surface

and in solution (Michalet et al., 2001). The donor-lifetime

method bypasses the need for measuring g, but requires

sophisticated and costly instrumentation, complex data anal-

ysis, and a set of quadratic correction factors (Rothwell et al.,

2003); it also requires a correction factor when the fluor-

ophores are spectrally close to each other.

Recently, we introduced alternating-laser excitation (ALEX)

to perform fluorescence-aided molecule sorting (FAMS)

(Kapanidis et al., 2004). ALEX-FAMS (hereafter ALEX) em-

ploys two lasers exciting the donor and acceptor in an alter-

nating fashion. The results are presented in two-dimensional

histograms of ratiometric observables: the ratio E that reports

on D-A distance, and the ratio S that reports on D-A stoichi-

ometry. Using ALEX, we were able to sort and quantify

species with differentD-A stoichiometries andD-A distances,

to extend the usable FRET range to 0–100%, to detect dif-

ferences in molecular brightness, to detect oligomerization,

and to monitor macromolecule-ligand interactions.

Here, we describe an ALEX-based method for accurate

measurements of E (defined as background-, cross-talk-, and

g-corrected ratiometric-E; hereafter ‘‘accurate-E’’) from

single diffusingmolecules.We show that one or fewmeasure-

ments recover all factors needed for corrections, achieved

after analyzing D-only and A-only species (intrinsic to the

sample of interest or added exogenously), along with D-A
species featuring a wide range of E-values. Such unique

capabilities result from the ability of ALEX to recover D-A
stoichiometry; this new dimension enables sorting ofD-only,
A-only, andD-A species, and because it is g-dependent, leads

to facile calculation of g. Because the correction factors are

measured in parallel with uncorrected E for the sample of

interest, accurate-E is independent of instrumental factors,

such as excitation intensity or detector alignment. In the case

ofDNA,ALEX-based distanceswere in good agreementwith

theoretical predictions. In the case of transcription complexes,

ALEX-based distances were in good agreement with

ensemble-FRET measurements, and with structural models

based on ensemble FRET and x-ray crystallography. ALEX-

based structural analysis is well suited for biomolecules and

their complexes, especially for species inaccessible to con-

ventional structural-biology methods, such as x-ray crystal-

lography, and NMR spectroscopy.

THEORY

Definitions

ALEX results in four distinct photon-emission streams (Fig.

1), corresponding to four photon counts for every single

burst of fluorescence (i.e., the observable for a single

diffusing fluorescent molecule): FDem

Dexc
;FAem

Dexc
;FDem

Aexc
; and FAem

Aexc
;

where FY
X is the photon count for a single molecule upon

excitation at wavelength X (whereDexc, Aexc are wavelengths

of substantial excitation of donor or acceptor, respectively; in

this work, Dexc ¼ 514 nm and Aexc ¼ 638 nm) and detection

in emission wavelength range Y (where Dem, Aem are

wavelengths of substantial emission of donor or acceptor,

respectively, in the absence of FRET; in this work, Dem ¼
550–620 nm and Aem ¼ 660–750 nm). For typical FRET

pairs, photon counts for D-A species may contain photons

emitted by the donor as well as photons emitted by the

acceptor. For example, A-emitted photons due to FRET

are detected along photons due to D-emission into the

A-detection channel (hereafter ‘‘D-leakage’’), and

A-emission due to A-direct excitation at the D-excitation
wavelength (hereafter ‘‘A-direct-excitation’’); such terms are

present both in ensemble-FRET (Clegg, 1992) and spFRET

(Deniz et al., 1999). To define the emitting fluorophore and

the wavelengths of excitation and emission associated with

a photon count, we use the notation ZFY
X; which represents

the number of photons emitted by fluorophore Z upon

excitation at wavelength X and detection in emission

wavelength range Y; in the case of acceptor photons emitted

due to FRET, we denote Z ¼ D / A to signify their FRET-

induced origin. Thus, the four possible photon counts from

a donor are DFDem

Dexc
; D FAem

Dexc
; D FDem

Aexc
; and DFAem

Aexc
; the four

possible photon counts from an acceptor are
AFDem

Dexc
; A FAem

Dexc
; A FDem

Aexc
; and AFAem

Aexc
; and the four possible

photon counts from an acceptor due to FRET are D/AFDem

Dexc
;

D/AFAem

Dexc
; ; D/AFDem

Aexc
; and D/AFAem

Aexc
: In practice, some pho-

ton counts are substantial, some are small cross-talk terms

that have to be subtracted for accurate FRET measurements,

and most are negligible:

F
Dem

Dexc
¼ D

F
Dem

Dexc
1

A
F

Dem

Dexc
1

D/A
F

Dem

Dexc
¼ D

F
Dem

Dexc
1 01 0

¼ D
F

Dem

Dexc
(1)

FAem

Dexc
¼ D FAem

Dexc
1

AFAem

Dexc
1

D/AFAem

Dexc

¼ Lk1Dir1FFRET
(2)

FDem

Aexc
¼ D FDem

Aexc
1

AFDem

Aexc
1

D/AFDem

Aexc
¼ 01 01 0

¼ 0 (3)

F
Aem

Aexc
¼ D

F
Aem

Aexc
1

A
F

Aem

Aexc
1

D/A
F

Aem

Aexc
¼ 01

A
F

Aem

Aexc
1 0

¼ A
F

Aem

Aexc
; (4)

where FDem

Dexc
is the photon count for D-excitation-based

D-emission; FAem

Dexc
is the photon count for D-excitation-based

A-emission; FDem

Aexc
is the photon count for A-excitation-based
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D-emission; FAem

Aexc
is the photon count for A-excitation-based

A-emission; Lk is the photon count for D-emission into

A-detection channel (D-leakage); Dir is the photon count for

A-emission caused by A-direct excitation at the D-excitation
wavelength (A-direct excitation); and FFRET is the photon

count for A-emission exclusively due to FRET.

The nonzero photon counts in Eqs. 1, 2, and 4 can be

written as a function of the excitation and emission pro-

perties, and of FRET efficiency:

F
Dem

Dexc
¼ IDexc

s
D

Dexc
fD h

D

Dem
ð1� EÞ (5)

F
Aem

Dexc
¼ ½IDexc

s
D

Dexc
fD h

D

Aem
ð1� EÞ�1 IDexc

s
A

Dexc
fA h

A

Aem

1 IDexc
s

D

Dexc
fA h

A

Aem
E (6)

FAem

Aexc
¼ IAexc

s
A

Aexc
fA h

A

Aem
; (7)

where IDexc
, IAexc

are D- and A-excitation laser intensities, res-

pectively;sDexc

D ,sDexc

A , andsAexc

A are absorption crosss sections of

D upon D-excitation, of A upon D-excitation, and of A upon

A-excitation, respectively; fD and fA are quantum yields of

D and A, respectively; hDem

D , hAem

D , and hAem

A are detection

efficiencies of D-emission in the D-detection channel, of

D-emission in theA-detectionchannel, andofA-emission in the

A-detection channel, respectively; and E is FRET efficiency.

Defining the Lk contribution

The Lk contribution can be defined on the basis of FDem

Dexc
;

because:

Lk¼ IDexc
s

D

Dexc
fD h

D

Aem
ð1�EÞ ¼ h

D

Aem
=h

D

Dem

� �
FDem

Dexc
¼ lFDem

Dexc
;

(8)

where l ¼ hD
Aem

=hD
Dem

is the D-leakage coefficient; l can be

easily determined using the ratio FAem

Dexc
=FDem

Dexc
for D-only

species (Fig. 2, A and B). After correcting for Lk, the E of

D-only species should be zero.

Defining the Dir contribution

One way of defining Dir is based on FAem

Aexc
:

Dir ¼ IDexc
s

A

Dexc
fAh

A

Aem
¼ IDexc

s
A

Dexc
=IAexc

s
A

Aexc

� �
F

Aem

Aexc

¼ dF
Aem

Aexc
; (9)

where d ¼ IDexc
sA
Dexc

=IAexc
sA
Aexc

is an A-direct excitation

coefficient determined using the ratio FAem

Dexc
=FAem

Aexc
for

A-only species (Fig. 2B). Coefficient d requires use of an

A-excitation laser, and thus is available using ALEX. It is

important to note that although FAem

Aexc
can be used to measure

FIGURE 1 Alternating-laser ex-

citation microscopy. (A) Micro-

scope setup for ALEX. EOM,

electrooptical modulator; P, polar-

izer; DM, dichroic mirror; OBJ,

objective; PH, pinhole; F, filter;

APD, avalanche photodiode. Mod-

ulators combined with polarizers

result in alternating-laser excita-

tion. After spatial and spectral

filtering, emitted fluorescence pho-

tons were detected on APDs. (B)
Time traces for a high-E DNA. The

emission streams are f Dem

Dexc
; f Dem

Aexc
;

f Aem

Dexc
; and fAem

Aexc
;where f Yem

Xexc
represents

the emission rate in the Y emission

detection channel while X-excita-

tion is on. Burst a is due to a high-E

D-A species (low fDem

Dexc
and high

f Aem

Dexc
). Burst b is due to a D-only

species (high f Dem

Dexc
and very low

f Aem

Aexc
). D-only species (stars); D-A

species (solid circles).
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Dir, the Dir photon count is independent of the A-excitation
intensity.

Ratiometric expressions E and S

When the detection-correction factor g ¼ fAh
A
Aem

=fDh
D
Dem

is known, the FRET efficiency E for a single burst is defined

(Dahan et al., 1999; Deniz et al., 1999) as:

E ¼ F
FRET

=ðg F
Dem

Dexc
1F

FRETÞ; (10)

where

F
FRET ¼ IDexc

s
D

Dexc
fA h

A

Aem
E ¼ F

Aem

Dexc
� Lk � Dir: (11)

Recently, we defined E-independent ratio S, that reports
on the D-A stoichiometry of diffusing species (Kapanidis

et al., 2004). Here, we redefine S as Sg, to point out that

calculation of E-independent stoichiometry ratios requires

the knowledge of g-factor:

Sg ¼ gF
Dem

Dexc
1F

FRET
� ��

gF
Dem

Dexc
1F

FRET
1F

Aem

Aexc

� �
: (12)

(Note: to standardize the notation used for ALEX-based

analysis, we recommend that future ALEX-based studies use

the E and S definitions described in this article). The presence
of g in the formula renders Sg independent of E, because
replacing FDem

Dexc
; FAem

Aexc
; and FFRET by their definitions (Eqs. 5,

7, and 11) yields:

Sg ¼ ð11bÞ�1
; (13)

where

b ¼ IAexc
s

A

Aexc

�
IDexc

s
D

Dexc
: (14)

Equations 13 and 14 show that Sg depends on the

excitation power ratio IAexc
=IDexc

; and on the D-A stoichiom-

etry (as reflected by ratio sA
Aexc

=sD
Dexc

). This relation can be

extended to species with many nD donor fluorophores and nA
acceptor fluorophores, and a common, average FRET effi-

ciency ÆEæ from each donor to the ensemble of acceptors (see

Supplementary Material), resulting in Eq. 15:

nA=nDð Þ ¼ ðbS�1

g
� 1Þ: (15)

Calculation of g

When g is unknown, E (Eq. 10) and Sg (Eq. 12) are not

experimental values. Thus, we define simplified E and S
expressions that eliminate g from Eqs. 10 and 12. This

simplification results in the cross-talk-corrected proximity

ratio EPR (Dahan et al., 1999), and cross-talk-corrected

stoichiometry ratio S, which are directly calculated for single
bursts without the knowledge of g.

EPR ¼ FFRET
=ðFDem

Dexc
1FFRETÞ ¼ g E=½11 ðg � 1ÞE� (16)

S ¼ F
Dem

Dexc
1F

FRET
� �

= F
Dem

Dexc
1F

FRET
1F

Aem

Aexc

� �
(17)

(Note: EPR is different from Ec (Kapanidis et al., 2004),

because the latter expression of E involves only D-leakage
correction.) By substituting Eqs. 5, 7, and 11 into Eq. 17, a

new expression for S is obtained:

S ¼ ½11 ðg � 1ÞE�=½11 g b1 ðg � 1ÞE�: (18)

From Eq. 18 and the reciprocal definition of E in terms of

EPR:

FIGURE 2 Sorting single molecules using ALEX-based EPR-S histo-

grams. (A) Expected location of labeled molecules depending on D-A
stoichiometry and D-A distance. (B) Species required for recovering all

corrections factor needed for accurate-E measurements using the method

that depends on laser-alternation characteristics. D-only species provides the

D-leakage factor l, A-only species provides the A-direct-excitation factor d,
and two D-A species with large difference in E provide the g-factor. (C)

Species required for recovering all corrections needed for accurate-E

measurements using the method that is independent of laser-alternation

characteristics.D-only species provides theD-leakage factor l, aD-A species

with E ; 0 (‘‘simple-coincidence’’ control) provides the modified A-direct-

excitation factor d9, and a D-A species with appreciable E provides the

g-factor. Use of A-only species is not necessary.
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E ¼ EPR=½g � ðg � 1ÞEPR�; (19)

one can obtain a linear relation between EPR and 1/S:

1=S ¼ 11 gb1bð1� gÞEPR ¼ V1SEPR: (20)

Therefore, by plotting 1/S against different EPR for two

or more samples, the intercept V ¼ 1 1 gb and slope S ¼
b(1 � g) of the best linear fit yield the values of b and g.

b ¼ V1S� 1 (21)

g ¼ ðV� 1Þ=ðV1S� 1Þ: (22)

The calculated g-factor is used to determine E from Eq.

19. The distances were obtained from the E-values and the

Förster radius Ro using Eq. 23 (assuming k2 ¼ 2/3):

R ¼ R0 1� =Eð Þ � 1½ �1=6: (23)

Determination of g for various D-A pairs using a
standard pair

Factor-g for a D-A pair subject to a specific local/global

fluorophore environment and measured using a given in-

strument alignment can be used as a ‘‘standard’’ to calculate

‘‘unknown’’ g for D-A pairs that feature identical probes and

alignment, but different fluorophore environment (which

mainly affects the quantum yield of the fluorophores). The

change in fluorophore environment might be due to a change

in the incorporation site of the fluorophore, or in buffer

conditions. Defining gD1�A1 as the g of the standard pair,

and gD2�A2 as the g of the unknown pair, we have:

gD1�A1 ¼ fA1h
A1

Aem

� �
= fD1h

D1

Dem

� �
(24)

gD2�A2 ¼ fA2h
A2

Aem

� �
= fD2h

D2

Dem

� �
: (25)

In the usual case of minor shift (,2–3 nm) in the emission

spectra of the fluorophores upon change in the environment,

the convolution of emission spectra with transmission spec-

tra of optics and detection-efficiency spectra of the detectors

will not change: hD1
Dem

¼ hD2
Dem

; and hA1
Aem

¼ hA2
Aem

: There-

fore, hA2
Aem

=hD2
Dem

¼hA1
Aem

=hD1
Dem

¼ gD1�A1ðfD1=fA1Þ; and

gD2�A2 ¼ gD1�A1 fA2=fA1ð Þ fD1=fD2ð Þ: (26)

In this case, gD2�A2 is determined from gD1�A1 by simply

measuring ðfA2=fA1Þ and ðfD1=fD2Þ; the differences in

quantum yield due to change in fluorophore environment.

Such measurements require simple ensemble measurements

of absorbance and fluorescence, also used to calculate the Ro

for the D2-A2 pair from the Ro of the ‘‘standard’’ pair. The

case is simpler when only the donor or only the acceptor ex-

perience a different environment.

A second method for calculating accurate-E

It is often desirable to change the ratio of excitation powers,

the duty cycle of alternation, or the laser source exciting the

acceptor in ALEX. This requires repeating the A-only

measurements that recover the A-direct excitation factor d,
because Dir ¼ d FAem

Aexc
: An alternative way to obtain Dir

independent of the details of alternation uses a ‘‘simple-

coincidence’’ control, a molecule or complex that contains

a single donor and a single acceptor at distances where

E ; 0, with a local environment for the fluorophores

identical to the environment in the sample of interest (Fig. 2C,
D-A species with E ; 0, and with 1/S-value matching the

intercept of the E � 1/S plot); for this control sample, Eq. 6

becomes FAem

Dexc
¼ Lk1Dir; and Dir is obtained after sub-

traction of Lk (Fig. 2 C). This can be done by expressing Dir
based on FDem

Dexc
; after defining a modified A-direct excitation

correction factor d9:

Dir ¼ IDexc
s

A

Dexc
fA h

A

Aem
¼

s
A

Dexc
fA h

A

Aem

s
D

Dexc
fD h

D

Dem

" #
F

Dem

Dexc
¼ d9F

Dem

Dexc
:

(27)

Factor d9 ¼ gðsA
Dexc

Þ=ðsD
Dexc

Þ is obtained using the D-A
species of the simple-coincidence control (after remov-

ing D-leakage; Fig. 2 C). To recover E using factor d9; we
define the g-uncorrected cross-talk-uncorrected proximity

ratio Eraw
PR :

E
raw

PR ¼ F
Aem

Dexc
= F

Aem

Dexc
1F

Dem

Dexc

� �
: (28)

Accounting for cross-talk contributions (using l and d9)
and detection-efficiency differences (using g), we can con-

vert Eraw
PR to E (see Supplementary Material):

E ¼ 1� ð11 l1 d9Þð1� E
raw

PR Þ
1� ð11 l� gÞð1� E

raw

PR Þ
: (29)

It is important to note that the ‘‘simple-coincidence’’

control relies on the ability of ALEX to separate D-only
species from D-A species with E ; 0.

The availability of twoways to account for direct excitation

allows for flexibility in addressing different biomolecules. For

instance, when the preparation of a ‘‘simple-coincidence’’

control is facile (as in the case of DNA fragments or well-

characterized protein-DNAcomplexes), one can use theFDem

Dexc
-

based expression for A-direct excitation, and analyze an

additional sample with appreciable E to obtain g (thus

bypassing the need for accounting for the alternation

properties; Fig. 2 C) and then calculate accurate-E. In

contrast, when the ‘‘simple-coincidence’’ control is not

readily available (as in the case of small proteins, or poorly

characterized complexes), A-direct excitation can be based on
the FAem

Aexc
-based expression, and g can be obtained from

a standard D-A pair (Fig. 2 B).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA

Oligodeoxyribonucleotides were prepared by automated synthesis (Kapani-

dis et al., 2004), labeled, and hybridized to form D-only, A-only, and D-A
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double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fragments (Fig. S1 in Supplementary

Material). For the set of five DNA fragments used for the determination of

g and accurate-E values, the top-strand sequence was 59-TAAATCTAAAG-

TAACATAAGGTAACATAACGGTAAGTCCA-39, with amino-C6-dT

residues (Glen Research, Sterling, VA) at position 1 of the top strand, and

at each of positions 8, 13, 18, 23, or 28 of the bottom strands (positions

underlined in the top-strand sequence shown above). Oligodeoxyribonucleo-

tides were high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-purified,

labeled with N-hydroxy-succinimidyl esters of carboxytetramethylrhod-

amine (TMR) or Alexa 647 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) using manu-

facturer’s instructions, and HPLC-purified. We incorporated TMR (FRET

donor) at position 1 of the top strand, and Alexa 647 (FRET acceptor) at each

of five distinct positions in the bottom strand; the acceptor was incorporated

within the same 3-bp sequence (TAA) to eliminate any changes in fluo-

rescence properties due to change in local environment. dsDNA was formed

by hybridization of top and bottom strands in 40mMTris-HCl, pH 8, 500mM

NaCl after heating for 2 min at 95�C and cooling to 25�C overnight; we used

50%molar excess ofD-labeled top strand to ensure complete hybridization of

A-labeled bottom strands. We denote dsDNA fragments as T1Bx, with T1

representing position 1 of top strand labeled by TMR, and Bx representing

position x of bottom strand labeled by Alexa 647. To formD-only and A-only

dsDNA, 10-fold molar excess of unlabeled strandwas used for hybridization.

For the comparison of accurate-E values to values predicted from DNA

models, we added three more DNA fragments (T1B15, T1B20, and T1B25;

Fig. S1B in Supplementary Material), by making a single 2-bp insertion (in

gray boxes, Fig. S1B in Supplementary Material) between the D-A pairs of

T1B13, T1B18, and T1B23 sequences; the insertion does not change the local

environment of the fluorophores, allowing the eight DNA fragments to be

used as a consistent set. The DNA fragments used for recovery of cross-

talk terms and correction factor-g within transcription complexes were

lacUV5-11(Cy5,125), lacUV5-14(Cy5,128), lacUV5-15(Cy5,129), and

lacUV5-50(Cy5,164) (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001). Fragments lacUV5-

11(Cy5,125) and lacUV5-11(Cy5,�40) (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001) were

used to analyze distances within transcription complexes.

RNA polymerase derivatives

Escherichia coli core RNAP was purchased from Epicentre (Madison, WI).

Derivatives of s70 (sTMR,366, sTMR,396, sTMR,569, and sTMR,596; Mukho-

padhyay et al., 2001) were prepared by labeling single-Cys derivatives of

s70 with tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (TMR; Molecular Probes).

Labeling, purification, and storage of labeled s-derivatives, and formation of

RNAP holoenzymes was performed as described (Mekler et al., 2002;

Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001, 2003).

Sample preparation: DNA

Stock solutions of 20 nM for each DNAwere prepared in SM buffer (10 mM

HEPES-NaOH, pH 7, 500 mM NaCl, 100 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM mercapto-

ethylamine, and 5% glycerol). Final DNA concentration was 50 pM, re-

sulting in ,0.5% probability of simultaneous presence of two molecules in

the detection volume (Deniz et al., 1999). For the ensemble study, we used

0.1 mM DNA in SM buffer.

Sample preparation: transcription complexes

For the series of transcription complexes studied to measure g, the donor

(TMR) was incorporated on residue Cys366 of s70. The acceptor (Cy5) was

incorporated at the downstream end of a series of DNA fragments with

increasing length (positions125,128,129, or166 of DNA; the numbering

refers to the location of the labeling site relative to transcription start site

(Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001)). The local environment of Cy5 was kept

identical to eliminate differences in local interactions of the acceptor with

DNA. RNAP-DNA open complexes were prepared as described (Mukho-

padhyay et al., 2001). Before data acquisition, the complexes were diluted to

50–100 pM in KG7 buffer (20 mMHEPES-NaOH, pH 7, 100mMpotassium

glutamate, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 100 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM

mercaptoethylamine, and 5% glycerol), and 15 mL were transferred in

eight-well chambered coverglass (Grace Biolabs, Bend, OR). All incubations

and measurements were performed at 37�C.

Ensemble fluorescence spectroscopy

Measurements were performed on a T-format steady-state spectrofluorom-

eter (QM-6/2003SE, PTI, Lawrenceville, NJ), equipped with polarization

optics. The quantum yields for TMR and Alexa 647 were measured as

described (Kapanidis et al., 2001) using D-only and A-only dsDNA in SM

buffer; the values were 0.56 and 0.32 for TMR and Alexa 647, respectively.

The steady-state fluorescence anisotropy values of TMR and Alexa 647 in

dsDNA were measured to be 0.21 and 0.20, respectively; these values are

low compared to the fundamental anisotropies of the probes (0.36–0.4;

corresponding to immobile fluorophores), indicating substantial rotational

freedom of the probes, and justifying the assumption that the orientation

factor k2 equals 2/3. Using the k2 approximation, the Förster radius Ro for

the TMR-Alexa 647 pair was ;69 Å. Ensemble FRET efficiencies were

measured using the method of sensitized A-emission (Clegg, 1992; Mekler

et al., 2002) (excitation wavelengths ¼ 530 nm for D and 620 nm for A,
detection wavelengths ¼ 588 nm for D and 665 nm for A, slit width ¼ 10

nm) using extinction coefficients of eD530 nm ¼ 35; 200M�1 cm�1 (for TMR)

and eA620 nm ¼ 75; 700M�1 cm�1 (for Alexa 647) (Haugland, 2002).

ALEX-based microscopy

The instrumentation, data acquisition, and data analysis for ALEX have been

described (Kapanidis et al., 2004); a schematic of the setup is in Fig.1. For

DNA, the alternation period was 50 ms, the excitation duty cycle was 44%,

and the excitation intensities were 200 mW at 514 nm, and 20–60 mW at 638

nm (measured at the continuous-wave mode). An 1003 objective with 1.3

numerical aperture was used to place the focal point in solution (20 mm from

the surface), and a 100-mm pinhole was placed at the image plane of the tube

lens to reject out-of-focus light. For transcription complexes, the same setup

was used, but the alternation period was 100 ms, the duty cycle was 47%,

and the excitation intensities were 250 mWat 514 nm, and 50 mWat 638 nm.

When necessary, the ratio of detection efficiencies of the two emission

channels hA
Aem

=hD
Dem

was calculated by convoluting the fluorophore emission

spectra with transmission spectra of dichroic mirrors and filters of the

detection path, and with the detection-efficiency spectra of the avalanche

photodiode detectors (APDs), followed by integrating the resulting trans-

mitted signal; the calculation does not consider any wavelength-dependent

transmittance of the microscope objective, lenses, and pinhole, or dif-

ferences between APD sensitivities.

Data analysis: DNA

All data analysis was performed using homebuilt LabVIEW software

(National Instruments, Austin, TX). As described (Kapanidis et al., 2004),

ALEX-based microscopy generates streams of four emission rates: f Dem

Dexc
;

f Dem

Aexc
; f Aem

Dexc
; and fAem

Aexc
(Fig. 1 B; f-values represent emission rates, as opposed

to intensities F, which represent photon counts per diffusing molecule). For

time traces generated using D-A DNA featuring short or long interprobe

distances, all D-A species show high E (Fig. 1 B), or low E (not shown),

respectively. In such traces, high f Dem

Dexc
signals the presence of D, high f Aem

Aexc

signals the presence of A, and high f Aem

Dexc
signals the occurrence of FRET.

Background levels were ,1 kHz for all emission streams. From the 500-ms

binned photon time trace, we selected bursts using a start/stop criterion on

the sum of all channels, and a threshold of 15–30 total photon counts re-

moved any false positives due to background. At the end of the analysis,
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each burst is characterized by photon counts FDem

Dexc
; FDem

Aexc
; FAem

Dexc
; and FAem

Aexc

(Eqs. 1–4); any expression including these four quantities can be calculated

during burst analysis.

After burst identification, we: i), calculate cross-talk-uncorrected pro-

ximity ratio Eraw
PR (Eq. 28), and cross-talk-uncorrected stoichiometry ratio

Sraw; defined as:

Sraw ¼ FDem

Dexc
1FAem

Dexc

� �
= FDem

Dexc
1FAem

Dexc
1FAem

Aexc

� �
; (30)

for all species, and plot a two-dimensional histogram ofEraw
PR � Sraw; ii), select

D-only species (species with Sraw . 0:9); plot and fit the distribution of ratio

l ¼ FAem

Dexc
=FDem

Dexc
to recover D-leakage factor l; iii), select A-only species

(species with Sraw , 0:3); plot and fit the distribution of ratio d ¼ FAem

Dexc
=FAem

Aexc

to recover A-direct excitation factor d; iv), reprocess data to subtract Lk and

Dir contributions (Eqs. 8 and 9) from a D-A species and calculate EPR and S
(Eq. 16 and 17); v), plot the two-dimensional EPR-S histogram for the D-A

species, and fit to a Gaussian distribution to recover the mean (EPR; S) values

for the D-A species; vi), repeat steps iv–v for more samples withD-A species

that feature awide range ofE; vii), plotmean (EPR; 1/S) values on a scatter plot

and fit a straight line to recover factors b and g (using Eq. 20); and viii), use

g-factor to calculate accurate-E values for all D-A species (using Eq. 19).

Several of the processing steps are manual, leading to processing time of

a few hours for a complete data set. By using a single-measurement approach

to recover all correction factors (see Results and Discussion), and by straight-

forward automation of all steps, processing time will be reduced to;10 min,

allowing the procedure to be used daily for characterizing both the optical

system and the D-A pair.

Data analysis: transcription complexes

Data analysis was performed as above, apart from the use of the modified

A-direct excitation factor d9, obtained using the open complex of RNAP

sTMR,366 with lacUV50(Cy5,164) as the ‘‘simple-coincidence’’ control

sample (because R� 120 Å; see Theory).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ALEX-based determination of accurate-E

Recently, we showed that ALEX sorts fluorescent species

based on D-A stoichiometry (measured as S or Sg) and D-A
distance (measured as E) (Fig. 2 A) (Kapanidis et al., 2004).
D-only species show E ; 0 and S ; 1, A-only species show

high apparent E (provided that the photon count Dir is sig-
nificantly higher than the corresponding background counts)

and low S (0 , S , 0.25), and D-A species show interme-

diate S and variable E (0–1), depending on D-A distance.

Sorting does not require corrections; however, accurate-E
measurements require three main corrections: a), separation

of D-leakage from FRET-induced A-emission; b), separation

ofA-direct excitation fromFRET-inducedA-emission; and c),

correction for differences in the quantum yield and detection

efficiency of the fluorophores (compounded in factor-g).

To obtain accurate-E from single molecules, we performed

ALEX on each of five DNA fragments labeled with D and A
separated by 27, 22, 17, 12, and 7 bp, along with control

experiments with D-only and A-only DNA (not shown). To

determine EPR in Fig. 3, A–E, we subtracted D-leakage and
A-direct excitation contributions from theFAem

Dexc
signal of every

burst (Eqs. 2 and 6), using measured correction factors

l ; 0.20, and d ; 0.06 (see Materials and Methods).

All EPR-S histograms show two main fluorescent species:

D-only species (EPR; 0; S; 1), andD-A species (0.1, EPR

, 1.0; S ; 0.5). When the D-A distance is short, the EPR-

values of D-only and D-A species are well separated (Fig. 3,

C–E), allowing accurate extraction of mean EPR using a two-

Gaussian fit of the collapsed one-dimensional EPR histogram.

However, for long D-A distances (Fig. 3, A and B), the large
overlap ofD-only andD-A species along the EPR axis hinders

accurate determination of EPR; this is the main reason why

conventional single-laser excitation spFRET underperforms

on FRET species withE, 0.4 (Kapanidis et al., 2004). On the

other hand, because ALEX can examine species with specific

stoichiometry, we can use the window of 0.25 , S , 0.8 to

construct EPR distributions solely for D-A species (not

shown).

To determine detection-correction factor-g, we measured

EPR and S for the D-A species of each sample (Table 1), and

generated an EPR versus 1/S plot (Fig. 4 A, solid line). As
expected from Eq. 20, a linear relation exists between the two

parameters (correlation coefficient R ; 0.992). From the

slope and intercept of the plot, we obtained g ¼ 0.716 0.03,

andb¼ 1.256 0.05. To our knowledge, this is the first report

of measuring g within single diffusing molecules. Moreover,

excitation factor-b is a new observable that reports on two

important (and difficult to obtain) properties of biomolecules:

the D-A stoichiometry, and the absorbance spectra of the

donor and acceptor. Using g ¼ 0.71 and Eq. 19, we obtained

accurate-E values (Table 1; solid circles in Fig. 4 B).
To verify the accuracy of themeasuredg, we compared it to

a value calculated using the spectral properties of the probes

and the transmission properties of microscope components.

Using the quantum yields of TMR and Alexa 647 (0.56 and

0.32, respectively), and the ratio of detection efficiencies of

the two channels ðhA
Aem

=hD
Dem

;1:42;Materials andMethods),

we obtained g ¼ 0.81, in a reasonable agreement with the

experimentally determined factor.

Dependence of b and g on excitation power and
detector alignment

Becauseg depends on the ratio of quantumyields and the ratio

of detection efficiencies, it should be independent of the

excitation-power ratio IAexc
=IDexc

: In contrast, b is by defi-

nition (Eq. 14) proportional to IAexc
=IDexc

: To test such de-

pendences, we studied the effects of changing excitation

power ratio and detector alignment on b and g.

Increasing IAexc
=IDexc

decreased S for D-A species (Kapa-

nidis et al., 2004), but did not change EPR (Fig. S2A in

Supplementary Material); using Eq. 20, b and g were

extracted for each power-ratio measurement (Fig. S2B in

Supplementary Material). As expected, b was directly

proportional to the power ratio (1:2.1:3.2 vs. 1:2:3), whereas

gwas independent of power ratio (values 0.75, 0.71 and 0.72).

We tested the effect of detector alignment on g and b by

increasing the detection-efficiency ratio hA
Aem

=hD
Dem

using
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suboptimal alignment of the D-emission detection channel.

Because g is proportional to hA
Aem

=hD
Dem

; such misalignment

increases g, but does not affect b. Upon D-detection mis-

alignment, the detectedD-emission decreased, increasingEPR

for all species (Fig. 4 A, open circles). However, the linearity
of 1/S and EPR is maintained (Fig. 4 A, dotted line; cf. with
aligned detectors), allowing calculation of g ¼ 1.05 and b ¼
1.30. As expected, g increased by ;50% compared to the

values for aligned detectors, whereas b was unchanged.

Significantly, using g obtained for misaligned detectors to

convert EPR to E yields values identical to the ones recovered

for the optimally aligned detectors (Table 1; cf. columns 3 and

5; Fig. 4 B), showing that the ALEX-based accurate-E is

independent of alignment.

Differences between EPR and E as a function of g are more

pronounced for intermediate-E species, and minimal at either

large or small values of E (Fig. 4 B; dotted lines represent
theoretical values for a range of g). However, because the

relation between apparent distances RPR obtained using EPR,

and distances R obtained using accurate-E values is given by

the simple relation R ¼ g1/6RPR, distance deviations due to

incorrect g become significant at long D-A distances (Fig. 4

C). For distances close to the midpoint of the dynamic range

(;70 Å), a twofold difference in g results in only ;8 Å

difference in the recovered distance.

Effect of cross-talk signals to apparent
FRET efficiencies

To determine the error in E associated with absence of

D-leakage and A-direct excitation corrections, we compared

E-values with and without corrections for these two cross-

talk terms.

If D-leakage is not subtracted from FAem

Dexc
; it increases the

extracted E (Table 2). The error due toD-leakage is larger for
low-E species: for DNA fragments with 7- and 12-bp D-A
separation, the error in E is ;0.01, but for 27-bp separation,

the error amounts to 0.16, i.e., half of the uncorrected value.

AswithD-leakage, the effect ofA-direct excitation is small for

high-E species and increases for low-E species (Table 2); e.g.,

the deviation of E for 27-bp D-A separation is ;0.07. For

FIGURE 3 ALEX-based EPR-S histograms for DNA fragments used for the determination of accurate-E. Light and dark gray curves in EPR and S
histograms: individual and sum of Gaussian fits to the one-dimensional histograms. (A–E) Histogram for T1B28, T1B23, T1B18, T1B13, and T1B8 DNA,

respectively. The thick solid lines correspond to EPR, S-values as predicted for D-A species using g ¼ 0.71 and b ¼ 1.25.

TABLE 1 EPR- and E-values measured using different detector

alignments for DNA fragments

D-A separation

(bp)

EPR (optimal

alignment)

E (optimal

alignment)

EPR (suboptimal

alignment)

E (suboptimal

alignment)

7 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96

12 0.77 0.82 0.84 0.83

17 0.50 0.58 0.62 0.60

22 0.29 0.36 0.38 0.37

27 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.18
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intermediateE, wheremost high-resolution distancemeasure-

ments are performed, the deviation is significant (;0.03.)

Single-molecule-based measurements of E that exceed the

theoretical E for DNA fragments with wide D-A separation

have been reported (Deniz et al., 1999; Dietrich et al., 2002);

absence of Dir subtraction might have contributed to such

a discrepancy. We conclude that accurate-E measurements

require rigorous corrections for both Lk and Dir.
Accurate measurements of low-E values can extend the

upper limit of single-molecule FRET range beyond 100 Å.

This is due to the fact that Lk and Dir cross-talk terms are

substantial for pairs with high Ro (such as Alexa 594/Alexa

647, a pair with expected Ro . 80 Å; Haugland, 2002),

because such pairs are spectrally close (to maximize their

spectral overlap), and the cross-talk terms are significant. Use

of such pairs combined with ALEX-based corrections will

allow reliable distance measurements up to 120 Å (equivalent

to E ; 0.08 for Ro ; 80 Å), making single-molecule FRET

compatible with large, multicomponent complexes.

Determination of all correction factors and
accurate-E from a single ALEX measurement

Because ALEX can sort D-only, A-only, low-E D-A, and
high-E D-A species present in the same solution, it can obtain

all information needed for accurate-E from a single measure-

ment (where all the species found in Fig. 2 B are present). The

EPR-S histogram of a minimal mixture (D-only, A-only,
T1B28, and T1B13) is shown in Fig. 5; D-only species

provide the D-leakage correction, A-only species provide for
A-direct excitation correction, and the T1B28/T1B13 pair

provides the g-correction. The two EPR-1/S points defined by
the T1B28/T1B13 pair (0.14 and 1.95 for T1B28, and 0.77

and 2.17 for T1B13) are identical to measurements for the

individual DNA fragments of Fig. 3, and define a linear

relation between EPR and 1/S identical to the one defined by

the full set of five measurements (Fig. 4 A). This results in
g- and b-factors that are identical for the pair and the full set

(g ¼ 0.72 6 0.06 and b ¼ 1.26 6 0.05 for the pair; cf. with

g ¼ 0.71 6 0.03 and b ¼ 1.25 6 0.05 for the full set).

Accurate-E values obtained using the T1B28 (0.18) and

T1B13 (0.82) are identical to the ones obtained by the full set.

We conclude that a minimal set of two D-A species featuring

differentD-A distances is necessary and sufficient for accurate

measurements of E. The single-measurement concept for

g-determination can be extended with ensemble measure-

ments that determine g for various D-A pairs (see Theory).

Overall, the g for the standard pair evaluates the alignment

and thewavelength dependence of the emission path, whereas

the ensemble measurements of the standard and unknown

account for differences in fluorophore properties. Similar

results can be obtained using the alternation-independent

method for extracting d9 and g (Fig. 2 C).

FIGURE 4 ALEX-based distance measurement and its dependence on

detection-correction factor-g. (A) EPR-1/S plot for the DNA of Fig. 3 and its

dependence on alignment. Mean EPR-1/S values and linear fit for optimal

alignment (solid circles and solid line); mean EPR-1/S values and linear fit

for suboptimal alignment (open circles and dotted line). Error bars are the

standard deviations of three measurements; error bars for EPR are not visible

(,0.01). With optimal alignment, the linear fit yields g ¼ 0.71, and b ¼
1.25. Suboptimal alignment changes the correction factors (g ¼ 1.05; b ¼
1.30), leading to changes in EPR and 1/S; however, corrected values of E are

identical to the one obtained by optimal alignment (Table 1; Fig. 4 B). (B)

Relation between EPR and E, and its dependence on g. Optimal alignment

(d); suboptimal alignment (s). (Gray lines) EPR � E correction curves for

g ¼ 0.71, and g ¼ 1.05. (Dotted lines) EPR� E correction curves for 0.25,

g , 4. Differences between EPR and E are maximal for intermediate values

of E, and for g � 1 and g � 1. (C) Relation between RPR and R, and its

dependence on factor-g . The differences between RPR and R increase

linearly with increasing R.

TABLE 2 The effect of D-leakage and A-direct excitation on the

measured values of E for DNA fragments

D-A

separation

(bp)

E (all

corrections)

Elk (no

D-leakage
correction)

EDir

(no A-direct-

excitation

correction)

Eraw (no D-leakage

or A-direct-

excitation

correction)

7 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97

12 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.85

17 0.58 0.63 0.62 0.65

22 0.36 0.46 0.41 0.49

27 0.18 0.34 0.25 0.38
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RESULTS: VALIDATION

Single-molecule versus ensemble FRET
measurements: DNA

To compare ALEX-based E-values (Esm) to E-values
measured in ensembles (Eens), we studied the DNA frag-

ments of Fig. 3 using the ensemble method of sensitized

A-emission (which measures E by comparing FRET-induced

A-emission with A-emission due to direct A-excitation at the

A-excitation wavelength; Table 3 and Fig. 6, open circles).
For intermediate- and low-E species, Esm agrees well with

Eens. As interprobe distances decrease (high-E species), Eens

becomes significantly lower thanEsm (0.80 vs. 0.96 for T1B8;

0.74 vs. 0.82 for T1B13). Moreover, Eens-values (Fig. 6)

deviate significantly from predictions derived from DNA

models (Fig. 6, curves; next section), regardless of the exact
model parameters. Discrepancies between Eens and Esm were

reported (Dietrich et al., 2002), and attributed to direct

ground- and excited-state interactions between D and A
fluorophores at short interprobe distances (Marras et al.,

2002). Such interactions quench D-emission and sensitized

A-emission (thus lowering FDem

Dexc
; and FAem

Dexc
) (Vamosi et al.,

1996), but do not significantly change the A-emission upon

A-excitation ðFAem

Dexc
Þ: The combined changes reduce apparent

Eens; however, because Esm is defined using solely FDem

Dexc
and

FAem

Dexc
(reduced comparably due to D-quenching), Esm is not

affected by D-quenching. The timescale of short-range

D-quenching is faster than the transit (diffusion) time of the

D-A species (;1 ms), because A-only species are rare

regardless of Esm (Fig. 3) (Edman et al., 1996; Eggeling

et al., 1998; Wennmalm et al., 1997). The decreased Eens-

values observed for short interprobe distances call for caution

in the interpretation of high (Eens . 0.8) ensemble-FRET

values measured using the sensitized A-emission method.

Because short-range D-A interactions depend on probe

properties (e.g., absorbance and emission spectra, charge

complementarity; Marras et al., 2002), the extent of the

discrepancy will vary. Presence of any A-only species in the

ensemble experiment will also contribute to the differences

between Esm and Eens.

Single-molecule measurements versus structural
model predictions: DNA

To determine whether E-values measured within DNA are

consistent with DNA structure and the local disposition of the

probes, we compared Esm with values of E calculated using

simple DNA models (Ethe). To increase the confidence in the

FIGURE 5 A single ALEX measurement can recover accurate-E. EPR-S

histogram for a mixture of D-only, A-only, T1B28, and T1B13 DNA.

(Dotted rectangle) Area of histogram shown in the EPR histogram. D-only

species were used for D-leakage correction, A-only species for A-direct-
excitation correction, and the T1B28/T1B13 pair for determination of g.

TABLE 3 Comparison of ensemble and single-molecule

measurements of E for DNA fragments

D-A separation (bp) Eens Rens (Å) Esm Rens (Å)

7 0.80 55 0.96 41

12 0.74 58 0.82 54

17 0.59 65 0.58 65

22 0.39 74 0.36 76

27 0.24 84 0.18 89

FIGURE 6 Comparison of E-values measured for DNA fragments with

values predicted from cylindrical models of DNA. ALEX-based E (Esm)

(d). Ensemble E (Eens) (s). Theoretical E (Ethe) was calculated (Clegg

et al., 1993; Norman et al., 2000) using Ethe ¼ ½11ðf½3:4ðn� 1Þ1L�2
1½d � a cosðu1uÞ�21½a sinðu1uÞ�2g1=2=R0Þ6��1; where n is the interprobe
separation (in bp), L is the rise of the terminal probe along the helix axis, d is

the radial distance of the center of the donor probe from the helix axis (in Å),

a is the radial distance of the center of the acceptor probe from the helix axis

(in Å), u is the rotation angle for fluorophores separated by n bp (calculated

using u ¼ 34 (n � 1)), u is the cylindrical angle between radially extended

donor and acceptor when spaced by 1 bp, and Ro is the Förster radius (in Å).

The solid curve represents Ethe for a DNA model with the donor probe

proximal to the DNA helical axis (L ¼ 4 Å, a ¼ 25 Å, d ¼ 0 Å, u ¼ 232�,
and Ro ¼ 69 Å), whereas the dotted curve represents Ethe for a DNA model

with the donor probe distal from the DNA helical axis (L ¼ 4 Å, a ¼ 25 Å,

d ¼ 15 Å, u ¼ 232�, and Ro ¼ 69 Å). Error bars are the standard deviations

of three measurements. In all cases, Esm-values fit better to theoretical values

than Eens.
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analysis, we added three DNA fragments to the original set of

five (Fig. S1B in Supplementary Material) and analyzed the

set of eight DNA fragments; it is remarkable that the accurate-

E values for the original set of five DNA fragments were

identical to the ones obtained for the same fragments during

the analysis of the eight-fragment set, despite the fact that the

measurements were taken a year apart, by a different experi-

menter, and using different detection filters.

Simple inspection of the dependence of Esm to the D-A
separation (Fig. 6) shows a monotonic FRET increase as the

separation decreases, without pronounced FRET modulation

caused by helical DNA geometry. This dependence was

observed before (Norman et al., 2000), and was attributed to

the fact that one of the probes assumes an effective position

proximal to the helix axis; this is consistent with the tendency

of theTMR (donor) to stack atDNA-helix ends (Hillisch et al.,

2001). It is likely that observation of helix-dependent modu-

lation of E will require use of internal fluorophores, which

cannot stack to the helix ends, and showminimal or negligible

groove binding (C. Seidel, personal communication).

Using a cylindrical model for DNA (Clegg et al., 1993;

Deniz et al., 1999; Norman et al., 2000), we calculated

E-values (Ethe, calculated using equation in the legend of

Fig. 6) for a model that includes donor stacking on the end of

the DNAhelix (d¼ 0), a donor rise similar to the one obtained

for terminal Cy3 (L¼ 4 Å) (Norman et al., 2000), an extended

acceptor conformation (a ¼ 25 Å), a cylindrical angle that

places probes on opposites sides of the helix (u¼ 232�), and
experimentally determinedRo (69 Å). TheEthe-values derived

from this model (Fig. 6, solid line) agrees with the experi-

mental data (rmsdE ; 0.057; Fig. 6, solid circles). If we

translate deviations of E into deviations of RD-A, a fit with

rmsdE of 0.057 for a FRET pair withRo¼ 69 Å corresponds to

rmsdR # 5 Å for distances within the 50–85 Å range (rmsdR
calculated from the extremes of the distance range). (An

alternative model (Fig. 6, dotted line), with identical

parameters except of an effective donor position distal from

the helical axis (d ¼ 15), fits significantly worst to the ex-

perimental data; rmsdE ; 0.089.) When the Ro is fitted with

the rest of the parameters fixed, the best fit recovers an

Ro-value that matches (within 1 Å) the experimentally

determined Ro-value (see Materials and Methods). This

agreement represents a marked improvement over prior

work, including ours (Deniz et al., 1999; Dietrich et al., 2002),

without the use of scaling factors (necessary in Widengren

et al., 2001), and thus validates ALEX-based quantitative

distance measurements.

Single-molecule versus ensemble FRET
measurements: transcription complexes

To test the ability of ALEX to measure accurate distances

within large, multicomponent complexes, we determined

distances within RNAP-DNA open transcription complexes

(RPo) and compared them to ensemble-FRET data (Mukho-

padhyay et al., 2001, 2003) and structural models (Lawson

et al., 2004).

We first used the EPR-S histograms for the D-A species of

a series of transcription complexes with different D-A dis-

tances (Fig. 7, A–D) to calculate mean EPR- and S-values for
the EPR-1/S plot (Fig. 7 E); the four points were fitted with

a straight line (R; 0.91), resulting in b¼ 1.44 and g ¼ 0.33;

the cross-talk coefficientswere l; 0.10, and d9; 0.10. If only

three points are fitted (the points with extreme values of E
plus one of the remaining two points), we obtain g9¼ 0.29 or

g$¼ 0.35, showing that the small scatter of the points with

E; 0.05 has a minimal effect on g.

We also calculated the g for the 366/125 TMR-Cy5 D-A
pair (based on the complex of RNAPsTMR,366 with

lacUV11(Cy5,125)) using Eq. 26; the ‘‘standard’’ g was

the one obtained for the TMR-Alexa647 D-A pair of the

DNA series (0.71), whereas the ratio ðfA2=fA1ÞðfD1=fD2Þ
was found to be 0.43. The final result of g ¼ 0.31 agrees well

with the g measured using the graphical method, validating

both methods.

Using the g and the Ro of the 366/125 D-A pair as a

standard to calculate the g- and Ro-values of additional D-A
pairs we obtained (g, Ro) values of (0.50, 57.6 Å), (0.27, 65.4

Å), and (0.29, 64.4 Å) for 396/125, 569/�40, and 596/�40

D-A pairs, respectively. We subsequently calculated accu-

rate-E values and corresponding D-A distances for several

open complexes (Table 4, column 3).

Comparison of ALEX-based distances with distances

available from ensemble-FRET measurements (Mekler et al.,

2002;Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001) show that all ALEX-based

distances are within ,5 Å from distances obtained from

ensemble-FRET measurements, for identical complexes

(Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001), or essentially identical com-

plexes (Mekler et al., 2002). Small changes in the measured g

(e.g., calculating distances using g9¼ 0.29 or g99¼ 0.35) do

not change distances significantly (DR: 0–1 Å). The

agreement between ALEX-based distances and ensemble

measurements validates ALEX as a method capable of

generating structural information from large biomolecules.

The better agreement seen at short interprobe distances com-

pared to the comparison for DNA fragments might be due

to gel-based purification of transcription complexes in the

case of ensemble-FRET measurements (Mukhopadhyay

et al., 2001), or due to a relative probe orientation that pre-

vents donor-acceptor contact and associated D-quenching.

Single-molecule measurements versus structural
model predictions: transcription complexes

Comparison of ALEX-based distances with distances

predicted by a structural model based on ensemble-FRET

measurements and distance-restrained docking was done

using the RPo model of Lawson et al. (2004), and the

methods of Mekler et al. (2002) (explicit modeling of linker

and probe, identification of sterically allowed linker and
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probe conformations, and assignment of pseudoatom for

each sterically allowed linker and conformation). The model

assumed the presence of a freely rotating acceptor on the

DNA-helix ends (Table 4, column 6). The D-A pairs with

intermediate FRET values agree well with the model-based

distances (Rcalc; 79 vs. 80 Å for the 366/125 pair; 50 vs. 51

Å for the 569/�40 pair). The discrepancy is larger for small

(,0.1) and large (.0.9) values of Esm, resulting in distance

differences of 8 and 14 Å. As with the DNA fragments, both

single-molecule and ensemble FRET seems to underestimate

long D-A distances, and overestimate short D-A distances.

We conclude that ALEX-based distances serve as accurate

and quantitative measures of biomolecular structure for an

E-range of 0.15–0.85, and as qualitative indicators for

extreme values of E (E, 0.15 or E. 0.85). Considering the

Ro range of 40–70 Å for the D-A pairs compatible with

single-molecule FRET (Kapanidis and Weiss, 2002), the

ALEX-based method can perform reliable distance mea-

surement in the range of 30–95 Å, a scale compatible with

most biomolecules.

TABLE 4 Comparison of ALEX-based distances within transcription complexes with distances obtained using ensemble-FRET

measurements, or a model constructed combining FRET-based distance-restrained docking and x-ray crystallography

Donor

position

on s70

Acceptor

position

on DNA

Rsm (Å)

(this work)

Rens (Å)

(Mukhophadyay

et al., 2001, 2003)

Rens (Å)

(Mekler et al.,

2002)

Rcalc (Å)

(current model,

freely rotating acceptor*)

366 125 79 74 84 80

396 125 88 85 84 96

569 �40 50 50 – 51

596 �40 41 38 – 27

*Values are determined using the reference model of Lawson et al. (2004) and the methods of Mekler et al. (2002) (explicit modeling of linker and probe,

identification of sterically allowed linker and probe conformations, assignment of pseudoatom for each sterically allowed linker and conformation), assuming

free rotation of the 125 and �40 DNA probes.

FIGURE 7 EPR-S histograms for RNAPsTMR,366 complexed with DNA carrying an acceptor at various positions, and g-determination. Histograms display

only the D-A species; D-only and A-only species were removed using FAem

Aexc
. 20 photons and FDem

Dexc
. 20 photons, respectively. (A–D) Complexes with

acceptor at 164, 129, 128, and 125, respectively. (E) Linear relation between EPR and 1/S allows extraction of b- and g-factors; each point reflects the

averages and standard deviations of three experiments.
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Possible sources of differences between
ALEX-based and model-predicted distances

The small but systematic discrepancy between ALEX-based

and model-predicted distances at extreme values of E is likely

due to the way the models describe or average the FRET

process. A likely explanation is that both DNA and RPo
models do not generate the full E-distribution, because they
do not explicitly model the influence of orientation factor k2

on the computed E for a specific configuration. Underesti-

mation of orientational and/or distance heterogeneity results

in predicted distances that are shorter than the measured

apparent mean distances, and predicted mean E-values that
are higher that the measured mean E-values. This effect is
minimized for distances longer or close to Ro (Wu and Brand,

1992).

Furthermore, a more efficient excitation (due to faster

decay of fluorescence) of donor while it adopts acceptor-

proximal configurations might bias the mean of the ensemble

toward the distance of closest approach (Kapanidis et al.,

2001), as in diffusion-enhanced fluorescence energy transfer

(Stryer et al., 1982). Proper description of the contribution of

such configurations to E for diffusing molecules should

consider the extent and dynamics of the fluorophore linker, as

well as the flexibility of DNA (recently shown to be sig-

nificant even for DNA fragments much shorter than persis-

tence length; Coultier and Widom, 2004).

Another possibility is that there are additional, non-

Förster, energy-transfer mechanisms operating at the short

interprobe distances, possibly due to donor-acceptor contact

(Marras et al., 2002); this is coupled to low sensitivity of

FRET to distance changes at R� Ro and R� Ro (Kapanidis

and Weiss, 2002). Understanding of the deviations present at

extreme values of E will increase the useful range of the

measurement, increase its attractiveness as a structural tool,

and help probe the dynamic properties of biomolecules.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have shown that ALEX allows facile and quantitative

analysis of FRET within single diffusing molecules. The

ability to perform all corrections using a small set of

measurements minimizes the effects of sample preparation,

error propagation, instrument alignment, and data-acquisi-

tion time, and leads to rapid accumulation of distances for

structural analysis. The overall agreement of ALEX-based

distances with distances obtained by ensemble FRET and

predicted by structural models validates the method, and

paves the way for analysis of biomolecules inaccessible to

conventional structural-biology methods.

There are several advantages of using ALEX for structural

analysis: first, ALEX can analyze samples of static heteroge-

neity (presence of multiple, distinct, noninterconverting

species in a mixture). This capability permits accurate-E
measurements by selecting the species of interest after sorting,

and can uncover additional species in samples that would

otherwise be treated as homogeneous. Second, ALEX can

analyze samples of dynamic heterogeneity (presence of mul-

tiple, interconverting states of a given biomolecule), permit-

ting analysis of transient states and intermediates difficult to

trap and study using other methods. Third, ALEX is com-

patible with partially purified, partially labeled, and partially

active samples (conditions that complicate ensemble FRET).

The ability to work with partially purified samples enables the

homogeneous nature of the assay (e.g., by obviating gel

purification of the species of interest), which in turn, permits

fast exchange of reagents.

This work is one of a series of steps toward increasingly

accurate structural analysis on single biomolecules, as indi-

cated by recent work on single-molecule three-color FRET

(Hohng et al., 2004), on polyproline helices (Schuler et al.,

2005) and immobilized DNA fragments (Sabanayagam et al.,

2005) as well as on an extensive collection of dsDNA

fragments (C. Seidel, personal communication). Our work

provides a facile way to characterize the instrument alignment

and correction factors needed to obtain accurate-E, and was

used to study the stoichiometry and structure of transcription

initiation and elongation complexes (A. N. Kapanidis, R. H.

Ebright, and S. Weiss, unpublished data). However, the

current ALEX-based method does not explicitly consider

linker or DNA dynamics, or polarization information at the

single-molecule level; moreover, it cannot distinguish static

heterogeneity from dynamic heterogeneity. A new ALEX

method, based on interlaced pulsed laser excitation (nano-

second-ALEX; T. A. Laurence, X. Kong, and S. Weiss,

unpublished data), surveys the rotational freedom

of fluorophores, setting limits to the effects of probe

orientation (expressed as k2) on distance measurements;

moreover, the new method improves distance measurements

by recovering distances that fluctuate on timescales slower

than the timescale of fluorescence emission, thus providing

a handle for the analysis of dynamics. Extension of the ALEX

principle to single-molecule three-color FRET systems will

soon lead to simultaneous extraction of two or three dis-

tances (N.K. Lee,A.N.Kapanidis, and S.Weiss, unpublished

data).

Because the sensitivity of single-molecule FRET methods

is high (requiring less than a femtomole of biomolecules,

6–10 orders of magnitude less material than x-ray

crystallography or NMR spectroscopy), advances in ALEX-

based structural analysis combined with high-throughput,

rapid preparation of labeled biomolecules may allow

measurements of multiple distances and construction of

solution-based, low-resolution structures of biomolecules.

Such an approach will be suitable for the analysis of multi-

component complexes that make up cellular machinery.

Structural analysis by single-molecule FRET will benefit

from the large collection of individual structures available

through x-ray crystallographic or NMR analysis, as was done

at the ensemble level (Mekler et al., 2002).
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting

BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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